Ocean Invertebrates Research Project

There are many kinds of ocean invertebrates, which have different characteristics. In fact, invertebrates are some of the most unusual and extraordinary creatures in the ocean.  Invertebrates are animals that have no backbones, may have an exoskeleton (hard protective shell) and may have tentacles. 

Some examples are: jellyfish, sea slug, lobster, crab, octopus, shrimp, squid, sea squirt, anemone, sea urchin, sea sponges, sea spiders, snail fish, sea star.  (You can NOT do Sea Stars.)

You will pick an ocean vertebrate and you will create an illustrated fact sheet that includes the information below with at least two colorful pictures.  Try to pick an invertebrate that no one else will pick.  Your fact sheet must be computerized (auto-shapes).  An example is included.
*Name of animal 
*Scientific Name of animal species
*Size (length or height and weight; give a range)
*Physical characteristics (color, body parts)
*Habitat: Where does this animal live? (what part of the world and which part of the ocean?)/habitat 
*Movement: How does it move?
*Food: What does it eat?
*Eating: How does it eat? (How does it capture its prey or gather its food?)
*Breeding: How does it breed? (make babies)
*Defends: How does it defend itself? Who is its enemy?
*WOW: What is unique about this animal?

You will be graded on this rubric:                           Name: 
CATEGORY 
4         A
3 
2 
1        F
Required Elements 
The fact sheet includes all required elements as well as additional information.  Computerized & unique format
All required elements are included on the fact sheet..  Computerized and copied sample format
All but 1 of the required elements are included on the fact sheet. Computerized
Several required elements were missing. 
Content - Accuracy 
All facts are accurate and displayed on the poster with no grammar/spelling errors.  All ? included
All facts are accurate and displayed on the poster with no grammar/spelling errors.  All ? included
90% of all facts are accurate and displayed on the poster with up to two grammar/spelling errors.  May be missing a ?
Less than 90% of facts are accurate and/or displayed on the poster and/or multiple grammar/spelling errors
Attractiveness 
The poster is exceptionally attractive in terms of design, layout, and neatness. 
The poster is attractive in terms of design, layout and neatness. 
The poster is acceptably attractive though it may be a bit messy.  Poster is not balanced with graphics/text
The poster is distractingly messy or very poorly designed. It is not attractive.  Limited effort
Graphics/Pictures 
Graphics go well with the text and there is a good mix of text and graphics. At least two photos, but not overly crowded 
Graphics go well with the text, but there are so many/too large that they distract from the text. 
Graphics go well with the text, but there are too few and the brochure seems "text-heavy" or photos are too large. 
Graphics do not go with the accompanying text or appear to be randomly chosen


Habitat: Sea Stars live all over the world from tropical to polar zones and shallow bays to 6000M on the ocean floor. They only live in salt water.
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Characteristics: Sea Stars typically have 5 arms, but can have up to 40 and they have colors such as red, orange, yellow, pink, blue, green or even purple
Defense: Sea Stars have bony, calcified (hard) skin that protects them. Many wear colors that camouflage them or scare off potential attackers. Their main predators are sea gulls, sea otters, crabs and certain fish. 

WOW: Sea Stars have no brains and they can re-grow their arms.
Scientific Name: Echinodermata Asteroidae
By Joe the Student
EchinodermataFood: Most sea stars are carnivores (they eat other animals) they feed on gastropods, barnacles sea anemones, sea snails, sea urchins, clams, oysters and crabs.
Size: Sea stars can grow from ½ inch to 3 feet across!
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Movement: Sea stars use suction in the tube feet (arms) for movement
Breeding: Sea stars reproduce by free spawning which means the eggs and sperm are released into the water from the male and female at the same time. The eggs and sperm then drift off until they meet up with each other and fertilization occurs. A female can release over 2 million eggs.
Eating: They use their arms to grab food and instead of their food going into their mouth, sea stars flip their stomachs out through their mouth and digest their prey. When the animal is completely digested the stomach is pulled back in.
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